
The COVID-19 outbreak had resulted in the first-ever 

social distancing Raya celebration. Leading home

appliance brand Haier Malaysia needed a fresh idea to 

stand out and remain relevant. Haier also had to ensure 

the right tone in their festive communication during this 

challenging time. 

THE CHALLENGE

Video consumption peaked during the Movement Control Order (MCO), particularly Facebook Live and 

TikTok. According to Facebook, live broadcast views increased by 50% from February-March 2020.1

Meanwhile, TikTok is gaining popularity and its user base was consistent with Haier’s target audience of 

users aged between 17-34. Also, Haier was one of the first home appliance brands to be active on 
TikTok. As they have just launched their channel, Haier was keen on increasing their followers. 

Leveraging on these trending formats, we conceptualised a two-part festive-themed campaign,

#AdaHaierAdaRaya, to e�ectively reach Haier’s audiences.  

THE STRATEGY
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‘HEALTH TIPS WITH HAIER’
FACEBOOK LIVE

Hosted by local celebrity Zara Zya, the two-day Facebook 

Live event showcased Haier’s latest product deals while 

featuring health and home maintenance tips. These were 

trending topics – 59% of respondents felt that self and 

home improvement were valuable topics during MCO.2 

Haier also o�ered lucky draw prizes during the live Q&A 

sessions to maintain audience engagement.

For wider reach, we collaborated with media partner, 

Innity, to host watch parties on high tra�c Facebook pages 

– RotiKaya (4.6M followers), Siakap Keli (2.8M followers), 

and Mingguan Wanita (1.5M followers) – while acquiring 

Facebook Live media buy. 

THE EXECUTION

Setting the right timing is absolutely crucial for live broadcasts on social media. We went live at the right 

time as tra�c spiked around 3 pm for both sessions. Brands should analyse and understand their

audience to identify the best timing to reach them e�ectively.  

THE TAKEAWAY

The outcome trumped the brand’s expectations.

161K cumulative views 823K cumulative reach

28K cumulative
engagement

4.3% average engagement rate per session
– hitting the average benchmark3

THE RESULT



HAIER’S HASHTAG CHALLENGE 
ON TIKTOK

We activated the #AdaHaierAdaRaya branded hashtag challenge for five weeks on TikTok. Collaborating 

with Qactus Studio, we produced a 15-second bespoke festive song snippet. Participants had to re-create 

a specific dance routine to the song while wearing blue, Haier’s colour.  

We launched this challenge with popular influencers Rose Nicotine (1M followers), Nick Syaf (416.7K 

followers), and Sharifah Sakinah (198.3K followers) as their audience demographic matched Haier’s target 

group. These influencers were also selected as they consistently delivered compelling content while 

driving positive engagement due to their authenticity on TikTok. 

To drive users to the challenge page, we leveraged on the six-day hashtag challenge media buy. Haier also 

o�ered weekly prizes and submissions were featured on the brand’s TikTok, Instagram, and Facebook. 

These encouraged an influx of user participation and maximised the video views. 

THE EXECUTION

40M views,
on the hashtag challenge page 50K user-generated video submissions  

Recorded 15% higher engagement
than the 8.5% average benchmark4

Gained 11.6K followers in one month
– marking a 93x increase

The performance on this platform was exceptional. 

THE RESULT



Through this innovative campaign, we have e�ectively raised Haier Malaysia’s brand awareness and 

captured Malaysians’ attention. It is evident that leveraging on trending formats during MCO contributed 

immensely to the campaign’s success. 
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Many brands have expressed concern on e�ectively engaging audiences on TikTok. To tackle this, we 

scrutinised influencer profiles to ensure the right fit to attract Haier’s target audience. This produced 

quality submissions from participants aged between 20-35. TikTok may require a higher investment but 

when the content hits the mark, it will draw higher engagement, positive brand sentiment,

and greater conversions. 

THE TAKEAWAY

“Festive seasons contribute significantly to Haier’s revenue growth. As this year’s Raya circumstances were di�erent, 

we needed to maintain brand relevance and e�ectively engage our consumers. The campaign results proved that

Facebook Live and TikTok are great ways to connect with our consumers – especially the younger demographic. 

Despite the short time frame in these uncertain times, Kingdom Digital was able to execute the campaign seamlessly 

and delivered high awareness and engagement.” 

- Julian Thean, Senior Marketing Manager at Haier Malaysia


